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A three step
argument
Step 1: Confirming: Innovation by
citizen users in new technologies is
plentiful, serious and catalyzed by
peers in online forums
Step 2: Opening up peer innovation:
Citizen users innovate beyond
technological objects and uses, but
the full scope gets ignored
Step 3: Opening up byond
Innovation: Intertwined range of
user contributions to sociotechnical
change may outshine direct
innovation impact

Step 1: Confirmatory: Innovation by
citizen users in new technologies is
plentiful, serious and catalyzed by
peers in online forums

Citizen user innovation in Finnish small
scale Renewables, 2011-2014
• Over 400 innovative DIY/DIT projects in
DIY sections
• 216 innovations in dom exp eval
• 105 inventions in heat pumps
• 87 in wood pellet burning systems
• 24 in Solar heat and solar PV systems
• From system level designs to
modifications
• Cover practically all technical
subsystems in heat pumps, pellet
systems and solar heat
• Occur from early to relatively late in
proliferation process (after 30% of max
diffusion)
• Catalyzed by peer interactions in
internet communites (0,5k-8k contrib
/20k -500k posts, 150m reads)

Step 2: Citizen users innovate widely
beyond technology, but the full scope
gets ignored, 2010-2018

All degrees and types
of active use and user
innovation can be
identified in just
digital-physical maker
activities (fab labs,
maker spaces, hacker
spaces)
––
In 12 other domains
our cases – physical,
digital, service – our
data shows active use
and user design in next
to all degress and
types, user innovation
common in individual
forms

Step 3: Innovation is is intetwined in
wider range user contributions to
sociotechnical change – and may not
be the most important one in its
direct effects, 2016-2020
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By word-of-mouth and qualifying new
solutions; providing up to date solution
and market information.
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All these user activities
present from early
installations to late in
the proliferation
process
-Peer-intermediation,
market creation and
legitimacy creation
intensify with the
growth of Internet
communities 5-30% of
max proliferation.

Concluding
Step 1: Innovation by citizen users in new technologies is serious and
catalyzed by peers
Step 2: Citizen users innovate beyond objects and uses
Step 3: Peer innovation is intertwined in a range user contributions to
sociotechnical change
➔ The dominant focus on how users and user collectives alter objects
likely reveals a tip of the iceberg of their overall contribution
➔ The activities in peer communities merit research beyond how they
support specific types of innovation
➔ The more ‘sociological’ aspects of user innovation poorly visible without
ethnography and/or in-depth interviewing; a methodological challenge to
both surface and generalize
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